The day and night reference flux distributionsv D andv N were computed by standard timeinvariant FBA with a light intensity that results in approximately one doubling per day (12h light phase). At dawn the system is assumed to start with the reference compound levels in M (note that M is fixed) and to grow exponentially at a steady rate such that after 12 hours the compounds in M are again produced (cell doubling). So we end up with 2 M before light is switched off. The only exception is Glycogen. The assumption here is that we start with no Glycogen ( = M Glycogen ) and end up with 2 M Glycogen before the darkness. So 2 M Glycogen of Glycogen have to be produced during the first 12 hours. During night the cell is assumed to perform maintenance (ATPase) only.
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The reference flux distribution
The day and night reference flux distributionsv D andv N were computed by standard timeinvariant FBA with a light intensity that results in approximately one doubling per day (12h light phase). At dawn the system is assumed to start with the reference compound levels in M (note that M is fixed) and to grow exponentially at a steady rate such that after 12 hours the compounds in M are again produced (cell doubling). So we end up with 2 M before light is switched off. The only exception is Glycogen. The assumption here is that we start with no Glycogen ( = M Glycogen ) and end up with 2 M Glycogen before the darkness. So 2 M Glycogen of Glycogen have to be produced during the first 12 hours. During night the cell is assumed to perform maintenance (ATPase) only.
Estimation of v
N and v
D
The stoichiometric matrix S was extended to S * by adding a biomass assembly reaction, the ATPase dependent Maintenance constraint and a Glycogen import reaction. One mmol biomass in the assembly reaction is formed by the compounds given in M (estimated compound quotas), but with twice of Glycogen. v N was determined by solving the following LP: 
without the components representing columns added in S * .
For both optimizations the variability of the solution was analyzed.
Biomass weights w T Glycogen has the weight 0.2216. All other compounds have the weight 1. Table 1 : Estimated compound amounts and simulated compound amounts. M i represents the reference amount for compound i. Note that reference amounts are used to obtain estimates for k cat but are not itself used in the simulations (except to specify a minimal quota as described in the main text). Simulation results for n t = 96
Compound quotas & amounts
Figure 8: Flux rates over a full diurnal cycle and a time discretization of nt = 96 steps. A prefix E denotes compounds that catalyze reactions. A suffix S denotes the synthesis flux of the respective biomass compounds. For example, the term Carbon Uptake denotes the flux through the carbon uptake reaction, while E Carbon Uptake S denotes the rate at which the transporter is synthesized. Flux rates are normalized such that the color indicates the maximum value. White color indicates no flux activity. Each rate is represented by two rows. The upper row encodes the upper bounds of the normalized flux rates, the lower rows encode lower bounds. In the absence of flux variability, both rows coincide. The flux O2 Export switches sign during the cycle, with negative rates during night (net O2 uptake). Shown is the absolute value.
Figure 9: Flux rates over a full diurnal cycle using a bell shaped light curve and a time discretization of nt = 96 steps. A prefix E denotes compounds that catalyze reactions. A suffix S denotes the synthesis flux of the respective biomass compound. Flux rates are normalized such that the color indicates the maximum. White color indicates no flux activity. Each rate is represented by two rows. The upper row encodes the upper bounds of the normalized flux rates, the lower rows encode lower bounds. In the absence of flux variability, both rows coincide. The flux O2 Export switches sign during the cycle, with negative rates during night (net O2 uptake). Shown is the absolute value.
